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Introduction 
One factor contributing to tax and the power of 
showing a profit. Profit for the accounting quantity 
that meets the principles and procedures of 
accounting standard to be measured. Accounting 
profit as the end result of a long process of 
consideration and users of accounting information 
is emphasized. Securities analysts, corporate 
executives, investors and researchers, the greatest 
attention to the net profit figure as the last item, 
keep focused on the income statement (1,2). The 
information has the benefit is very important. All 
profits from the combined cash flows and accruals 
consist of cash flows and earnings two quantities 
are related to predict the performance of 
companies. The cash flows of vital resources each 
economic unit. A balance between available cash 
flow and liquidity needs of the economic health of 
the business units and continue their activities.[9]. 

 
Foreign background 
Syrayt and colleagues in 2013 in his study examines 
four dividends, payments of dividends situation, the 
size of dividends, changes in dividends, and the 

continuity of dividends in the sample of 90 
companies in the industry indenosia in the years 
2005-2009,Their findings show that the payment of 
dividends, increase dividends, dividend payments 
and perseverance have a positive and significant 
relationship between earnings quality (4). 
However, the authors find evidence that higher 
earnings quality indexismuchlargerdividendswere 
found. In general, the results show that the situation 
dividend, dividend increase in size, are continuing 
to pay dividends due to higher earnings quality. [4]. 
Tung and Miao in 2011 to assess the relationship 
between dividends and earnings quality and 
dividend managed only three features, base pay, size 
andcontinuityofdividendsanduseof accounting and 
market-based measures of quality used Knnd.v 
concluded that, companies that distributedividends 
than firms that do not have higher earnings quality. 
[10]. 
Chu and colleagues in 2007 of an additional quality 
basedon amodel usedin2002asaninformation risk 
index And concluded that companies that distribute 
dividendsand dividendraise much less information 
risk, less dispersion of analyst forecasts. 
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Local history research 
Mahdavi and colleagues investigated the effects of 
the financial reporting quality on dividend policy of 
the company is listed on the Tehran Stock Exchange. 
For this purpose, using the model Francis et al 
(2005), the  voluntary    sector and  intrinsic 
(involuntary) accruals are used as the quality of 
financial reporting. The study population consisted 
of64companieslistedintheTehranStockExchange. 

Multivariate linear regression analysis was used to 
test the hypotheses (3). The results show that the 
hypothesis test Optional dividend payments 
between accruals quality and there is a significant 
positive relationship between the involuntary 
accruals quality, but there is no significant 
relationship with the payment of dividends. The 
result of control variables indicate that between 
Tobin's Q ratio and the ratio of operating costs to 
sell, with the payment of dividends significant 
inverse relationship exists between other control 
variables (size and return on equity) to pay there is 
not a dividend. [7]. 
demoriandhiscolleaguestoexaminetherelationship 
betweenvaluecompanieswithearnings smoothness 
profits and the quality of profit reported in the 
companies registered on the Stock ExchangeTehran 
during the period from 2000 to 2007 and respond to 
thisquestionastowhether profit smoothness purely 
increase the value of the firm, or that income 
smoothers should consider the quality of the 
reportedprofits ?Forthispurpose,samplecompanies 
areseparatedintwogroups 
,smoothers and non-smoothers by using ickle 
method. thenbyemployingSloanwayintotwo groups 
profitwithqualityandprofitwithoutqualityFinally,in 
fourgroupsareseparated,incomesmoother firms 
with quality,non-income smother firms with 
quality,income smoother firms without 
quality,non- incomesmootherfirms without quality. 
and stock price relationship with earning smoothing 
and earningquality are tested in two levels,earning 
and earning changes. regression results from the 
Multivariate shows investors consider highest 
valuefor smothers company of profit with quality 
and lowest value for non-smoothers of profit 
without quality[5]. 

 

Research Methodology 
Because the goal of developing knowledge of the 
applied research in a particular field , in other words, 
appliedresearchisled intotheapplicationofscientific 
knowledge This analysis is based on thegoalofthis 
research is applied and the method of collectingdata, 
becausetheindependentand dependent variables 
are not manipulated and strive to be the relationship 
between them is detected in the real world A kind of 
cross-correlation and the main purpose of 
determining the existence, amount and nature of the 
relationship between variables that are tested. 

Hypotheses 
First hypothesis: the payment of dividends and 
earnings quality in the Tehran Stock Exchange there 
is a positive relationship. 

The second hypothesis: the payment of dividends 
and higher earnings quality in the Tehran Stock 
Exchange there is a positive relationship. 
The third hypothesis: the payment of a dividend 
consistently and positively related to the quality of 
the Tehran Stock Exchange is an added benefit (8). 

 
Variables 
The dependent variable 
profit quality using the quality of accruals reverse 
measure of the quality of the profits. Accruals 
quality, based on the view,The benefitis that qualityis 
close to cashflow. Thecurrent accrual is calculated 
using the following formula: 
TCAi,t= ΔCAi,t – ΔCLi,t – ΔCASHi,t – ΔSTDEBTi,t 

 
The formula for calculating the current 
accruals: 
ΔCAi,t:changeincurrentassetsintheyeartcompered 
toyeart-1 
ΔCLi,t: change in current liabilities in the year t 
compered toyeart-1 
ΔCASHi,t: change in inventory review in the year t 
comperedtoyeart-1 
ΔSTDEBTi, t: Change in short-term loans 
receivable year t compared to year t-1 

 
Independent variables 
DIV = base pay dividends, the companies that pay 
equity is recognized in the balance sheet. 
LARGE_DIV = pay high dividends, this variable is 
calculatedasimaginary, iffirms havepaidalotof cash 
dividends 1, otherwisezero. 
CD = continuity in dividend payments, this variable 
is calculated as imaginary, any company that 
sampling five-year period, all income is paid is 
number 1, otherwise zero. 

 
Control variables 
Company size: The study of the natural logarithm of 
thetotalassetsoftheendoftheperiodusedto measure 
company size( 6). 
Leverage: In this study, financial leverage ratio of 
total debt to total assets at the end of the calculation 
period(6). 
Age: duration of membership participation in the 
Tehran Stock Exchange. 

 
Statistical Society 
The population of all companies listed on the 
Tehran Stock Exchange in the covers. Sampling in 
this research is systematic elimination. The study 
sample was selected based on the following criteria. 
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Collection and classification of data 
The data required to calculate the variables related 
to the stock market in the first phase was extracted 
using the Vox software. Then, the overall figures and 
the final data is matched with information in 
exchange trading system. 
Thecollection, classification anddata pre-processing 
of Excel software is used. At this point the software, 
information and data on stock market trading stock 
has been extracted, is directly into Excel. After 
appropriate classification and perform calculations 
on data and primary processing, data output using 

Eviews software used to run the model and test the 
hypothesis. 

 
Research pattern 
TCA i,t= d0  + d1DIV i,t + d2SIZEi,t  + d3BTMi,t+ 
d4GROWs i,t+ d5AGEi,t + d6LEVi,t+εi,t 
TCA i,t= d0 + d1LARGE_DIV i,t + d2SIZEi,t   + 
d3BTMi,t+ d4GROWs i,t+ d5AGEi,t+ d6LEVi,t+εi,t 
TCA i,t= d0 + d1CDi,t + d2SIZEi,t + d3BTMi,t+ 
d4GROWsi,t+ d5AGEi,t + d6LEVi,t+εi,t Descriptive 
statistics of the variables under consideration: 

 

 
 

Initial test results and the estimation model 
To test the hypotheses in this study used data is static 
compilation.Atfirstitisnecessarytotestthe methods 
we use F Limer. This helps us to test the pooled 
regression model andfixedeffects model, wechoose 
therightmodel.IfthetestFLimerfixedeffectsmodelas 
themodel was appropriateinthis case we have another 
test called the Hausman test. 
This test, fixedeffects model against the random 
effects model examines up between the 
Two models,determine appropriate estimation In 
this study, all tests performed by softwar Eview7. 

Analysis based on models set 
The first model analysis 
According to the results of the test F Limer 
estimating the models in terms of the dependent 
variable using the forms have been panel EGLS The 
following is the final result of estimating the models 
will be evaluated according to the best fit (11). 
The results of the first test, the average score is 
presented in the following table: 

 

The first model test results table 
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As you can see by the results of the first model, 
according to the (p-value) F statistic proves that the 
model is approved by99%. 
The Durbin-Watson with the number of errors 
shows lack of correlation of 2.0500. Also according 
to the coefficient of determination obtained a total 
of 0.27percent of the variables used in the model 
to explain the behavior of the dependent variable. 
Given the significant level of variable pay interest 
that number is 0.0036 And this number is smaller 

than5%,soat95percentbetweeninterestpaidand 
accrualsrelationshipisestablished. 
The second model analysis 
To test the second model, after Hausman test and 
selection of fixed effects model to estimate the 
coefficients using the generalized least squares 
estimation (EGLS) is 
The results of testing this hypothesis using the 

following inscription is presented EGLS panel: 

 

Second grade point average test results table 

 

As you can see by the results of the second model, 
accordingtothe(p-value)Fstatisticprovesthat the 
model is approved by 99%. 
TheDurbin-Watson withthe number of errors shows 
lackof correlation of 2.06. Also accordingto the 
coefficient of determination obtained a total of 
0.07percent of the variables used in the model to 
explain the behavior of the dependent variable. 
Given the significant level of variable pay interest 
above 0.0635 is the number And this number is 
greater than 5% at 95% confidence level so there is a 

high correlation between interest paid and the 
current accrual isrejected. 

 
The third model analysis 
To test the third model, Hausman test and selection 
procedure after the fixed effects model to estimate 
the coefficients using the generalized least squares 
estimation (EGLS) is. 
The results of testing this hypothesis using 
EGLSpanel is presented in the following inscription: 

 

Third grade point average test results table 
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Asyoucanseethe resultsindicatethatthethirdmodel, 
accordingtothe (p-value)Fstatistic proves that the 
model is approved by 99%. The Durbin-Watson with 
the number of errors shows lack of correlation of 
2.07. Also according to the coefficient of 
determination obtained a total of 0.25 percent ofthe 
variables used in the model to explain the behavior of 
thedependent variable. 
Given the significant level of continuity variable 
interest payments that number is 0.000 And this 
numberis smaller than5% at 95%confidencelevelso 
thatthere is arelationship between the continuation 
of the current interest payments and accruals 
confirmed (12). 

 
Conclusion 
Given the significant level of variable paydividends, 
0.0036isthefirstresearchinthemodeloutput at 95% 
between dividend payments and earnings quality 
companiesthere Accordingtoa positive correlation 
coefficient between these two variables, so the first 
hypothesis is confirmed The results of theanalysisof 
this hypothesis withthe results of external research 
Siratetal.(2013)andTungetal. (2011) and internal 
investigation Mahdavi and colleagues (2013) is in 
line. 
Given the significant level of variable pay dividends 
further, 0.0635is output in the secondstudy At 95% 
between dividend payments and earnings quality 

companies there is no relationship However, if the 
90% confidence level to consider the relationship 
betweenthebivariatecanbeconfirmedThe results of 
the analysis of this hypothesis withresearch Sirat and 
colleagues (2013) and Tung et al (2011) is 
consistent. 
Given the significant level of dividend payments 
continuously variable output model that 0.0000 in 
the third research is The payment of dividends at 95 
percent constant and quality of corporate profits 
there is relationship According to a positive 
correlation coefficient between these two variables 
obtainedfromthe analysis ofthis hypothesis with 
researchSiratetal.(2013)andTungetal.(2011) and 
internal investigation Mahdavi and colleagues 
(2013) anddemori et al.(2013) isin line. 
The research proposal: 

 
1- According to the first hypothesis that dividend 
payments could cause earnings quality So the 
directors recommended payment of dividend, 
although little care because investors interested in 
buying shares of companies with higher earnings 
quality that can increase the value of the company. 
2- According to the third hypothesis of continuity in 
dividend payments can increase the quality of 
earnings in company stock It seems that the 
continuation of the interest payments due to proper 
planning and performance management So 
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over the years companies that consistently pay 
dividends to their shareholders than companies 
that pay periodic dividends are more reliable 
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